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Study Guide:  Lecture Quiz 1 and Exam 1 - Covers chapters 1-5 in text Essentials of Geology (Marshak), lecture and lab material
 
Exam rules:  The class is very large (>230 students) so there will be some measures taken to discourage cheating.  The exam consists of 50
multiple choice questions worth 100 pts; it is computer graded.  Expect questions over 5-10 slides, similar to the quiz, but multiple choice.  Use
photos and figures in lecture text to study for slides. 

   Please use # 2 pencil, this works best to blacken in the bubbles on the form
   No hats, if you wear a hat the brim will need to be turned backwards
   No sunglasses
   No talking during the exam
   No cell phones, pagers, or other electronic devices. 
   No electronic translators are allowed -  a paper dictionary is okay if checked by instructor before the exam
  Please bring your WSU ID, your ID will be checked when you hand in your exam
 

The study guide may be changed to reflect the material covered through end of Chapter 5 lecture material.
 
Chapter 1 – Earth in Context

   Understand the workings behind the scientific method.  What are the different steps and the balances and checks associated with the
scientific method.

   What is the principal of uniformitarianism and how is it applied by geologists?
   Understand the nebular hypothesis and how it applies to the formation of our Solar System (sun and planets). 
   How did the Earth’s moon form?  Why is the Earth’s orbital plane tilted?
  The Earth began to differentiate forming a stratified Earth.  How does density change with depth?  What are these zones (not necessary to

memorize depths)?  How are these zones (Fig 1.15) grouped? Which one makes up the tectonic plates? Which zones are strong and which
ones are weak or ductile?

   How old is the Earth?
   How did Earth’s continents, atmosphere and oceans form?
   Did Mars undergo the same processes that occurred on Earth? 
   The Earth has an external heat engine and internal heat engine.  Why are they important? Where did the heat energy(s) originate which

powers the internal and external heat engines?
  What is the theory of plate tectonics? What is the driving force behind plate tectonics?
 

Chapter 2 – The Way the Earth Works: Plate Tectonics
   What is the continental drift hypothesis as advanced by Alfred Wegner?  What evidence did he use to support his hypothesis?  With so
much evidence
        why was it not elevated to a theory – what were some of the problems?  What is Pangea? When did Pangea form?
   What evidence was found that supported sea floor spreading?  What is magnetic stripping?  How and where does it form?
   What is the “Ring of Fire”?  What relevance does it have to plate tectonics?
   What type of plate boundary do earthquakes occur at? What type of plate boundary do volcanoes occur at?
   What are the three main types of plate tectonic boundaries and any subdivisions of each? What are the plate motions relative to each other? 
What are the         
        stresses associated with each?  Are there any features associated with these boundaries (mid-ocean ridge, trench, subduction zone, rift,
volcanoes)? 
   What causes the plates to move? 2 possible mechanisms (p66) and a consideration that may slow or speed up the rate of plate motion.
   Identify the plate tectonic settings for real world examples of the different type of plate boundaries and hot spots (location or mountain
range)? (Iceland,      

                Mid-Atlantic Ridge,  East African Rift, Red Sea, Cascade Mtn, Andes Mtn, Himalayas, Hawaii, Yellowstone, Aleutians Island Chain,
Japan, Gulf of
                California (Sea of Cortez), San Andreas fault)

   Where do you find “black smokers”?  Which boundary type are they associated with?
   The oldest ocean crust dates to about 200 my and the oldest continental crust dates to about 4 by.  Why the big difference?
   What determines which plate will subduct? What is decompression melting and where would this occur at? What type of         crust forms
there?
    What is flux melting and where would this occur at (boundary type and subdivision(s) and location in subduction zone)?  What type of
crust is destroyed

                 there? Is any new crust created there?  How deep are the plates recycled to?
  How is continental crust created?   What type of plate tectonic boundary(s) is continental crust created at?
  What are hot spots? Where would you find them? Do they create or destroy oceanic or continental crust?  What feature/landform do you
find above them?         

                Be familiar with how to tell the direction of plate motion using hot spot paths and volcano ages dates.
   What is the fate of California – will it fall into the ocean? What will happen?
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   How fast do plates move?  (general idea)  cm/yr or m/yr or km/yr
 

 
Chapter 3 – Patterns of Nature: Minerals

  What is a mineral?
   What is an isotope?  How can they be used in geology?
   Understand what chemical bonding is and the difference between ionic and covalent bonding?  Which bonding type is the strongest?
   How do minerals form? What determines which minerals will form at a given location? What conditions cause minerals to form? Examples

were given in lecture: evaporates, hydrothermal fluids, minerals formed by metamorphism.  You do not need to know the specifics; for
example you should be able to relate that evaporate deposits form because the ions that are present in the solution are concentrated by
evaporation of the liquid which results in the precipitation of minerals (example halite- rock salt).

   Be familiar with the mineral properties (color, luster, streak, cleavage, fracture, hardness, density, crystal habit, & specialty properties) and
how these properties can be used to identify minerals.

   What are mineral polymorphs? What are the polymorphs of carbon? (as discussed in class)
   What is the most abundant mineral group in the crust? The silicate rock classification is based on their crystal structure.  Are there other

mineral groups besides silicates? What are some of them?
   Are all the different mineral included in the group of asbestos minerals carcinogenetic or linked to lung disease?
   What makes a gem? What are some of there characteristics?
   Where do diamonds come from? Are they brought up from the mantle to the surface fast or slow? Why are diamonds stable at the earth’s

surface? How hard is a diamond (on Mohs hardness scale)?
 

Chapter 4 –Up from the Inferno: Magma and Igneous Rocks
   What are the three main rock types and what processes (melting; weathering; metamorphism) cause them to form?
   What is the most abundant rock type in the Earth’s crust? What is the most abundant rock type we find on the land surface?
   Understand the rock cycle in a plate tectonic setting, in the context of identifying where any particular rock type is likely to be

found/deposited.  Also, understand the rock cycle in context of how one rock type can be changed to another.  Refer to lab material.
   How are igneous rock formed? What are the two types of igneous rock?  How does the location where they cool affect the speed of cooling

and there crystal size?
   Understand and be able to use (or recognize in slides) the following terms: plutonic, volcanic, intrusive, extrusive, aphanitic, phaneritic,

porphyritic, pegmatitic, glassy, vesicular, pyroclastic.  What does each texture indicate about the rate of cooling?
   Where are magmas generated? What makes magma? How do rocks melt (3 ways)? Give an example of the plate tectonic setting that

corresponds to each way. What type of magma is produced in Hawaii? Yellowstone? Cascades?  Andes?
   How do the factors of partial melting and where the melting takes place affect the composition of the resulting magma?
   Igneous rocks are classified based on there silica composition.  What are the four composition groups?  What is there relative melting

temperature order for the compositional groups? How do Fe –Mg and Si –Na-K vary in the groups? What minerals would you expect to
see or not see in rocks created from Mafic and Felsic compositions magma? See figure 4.13 in text.

  How does viscosity vary among the compositional groups?  How is this related to the magma temperature and magma composition?
   From magma to igneous rock:  What process is involved?  What is fractional crystallization?  Why does this change the composition of the

remaining magma?
  Where do ophiolites form at? Are gabbro and peridiotite found there?
   Be able to identify the different forms of intrusions (sill, dike, batholith, vein (figure 4.10, 4.11) for slides and multiple choice questions.

Where do they form?  How does magma make its way to the surface?
 
Chapter 5 –The Wrath of Vulcan: Volcanic Eruptions

   Be able to discuss any of the following volcanic landforms:   flood basalts (ex. Columbia River Basalts); shield volcano (ex. Hawaii);
composite volcano or strato volcano (ex. Mt. St. Helens, Mt. Rainier);  and caldera (ex. Crater Lake)  in terms of the dominant landform
(s), eruptive style, composition of magma/lava, viscosity of magma/lava, type of plate boundary and any other special textures or volcanic
hazards associated with each..

  Practice Slide listed on page 3.
   From Lab 5: Be able to describe and interpret textural and compositional features to classify igneous rocks.  Infer the origin of common

igneous rocks. 
 

Practice Slide:
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1.                   The slide above is of a volcano in Peru, in the Andes Mt on the western coast of South America.  What is the name for this type of

volcanic landform?
 

2.                   This type of volcano typically forms at what type of plate boundary? (Be specific)
 
3.                   The volcano in the above slide:

a.        Forms from low viscosity lava, therefore it is mafic in composition.
b.       Forms from high viscosity lava, therefore it is mafic in composition.
c.         Forms from high viscosity lava, therefore it is intermediate-felsic in composition.
d.       Forms from low viscosity lava, therefore it is intermediate-felsic in composition.

 
4.                   For additional practice, substitute slides from book above and answer the same three questions.  (Be sure to be able to answer the

same three questions for the Japanese and Hawaiian volcanoes or others similar to Crater Lake).
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